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COFFEE
PREPARATION
Coffee is such a global phenomenon that it’s one of the few things 
almost everyone around the world can agree on. Across the globe, 
people sip coffee throughout the day either for its health benefits, or the 
social custom it has become. The variety of recipes and prescriptions for 
roasting, brewing, and serving coffee reflects the diversity of consumer 
tastes and cultural preferences. All techniques begin with properly 
roasted and freshly ground coffee, freshly boiled water and perfectly 
clean utensils. There are many ways to prepare coffee and SENCOR 
knows how to guide you through the process - with a selection of 
machines and appliances that will help.
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 There’s no need to go to a café to enjoy a good cup of 
coffee since today you can prepare it yourself at home. 
Modern SENCOR espresso machines are fully automatic – 
an LED panel with touch buttons ensures easy, convenient 
operation, while a pump pressure of 19 bars guarantees an 
excellent coffee.

With a single touch you can conjure up a frothy latté or creamy cappuccino 
with micro-foamed milk. If you wish, the machine will also remember 
your cup size for next time. Modern SENCOR espresso machines keep 
your favourite variety of coffee beans in a tightly-sealed container and the 
stainless steel grinder uses 5 levels of grinding to suit your wishes. The 
patented pre-steaming system gives coffee a fuller taste, while the modern 
Termoblock heating system ensures optimal beverage temperature. The 
durable Tritan container for your dairy or soy milk can be easily attached to 
the appliance and the 1.1 l removable water tank is easy to fill.

Moreover, smart SENCOR automatic espresso machines are 
automatically cleaned and feature a descaling programme. Despite 
their great performance, these appliances are relatively compact and fit 
into smaller kitchens as well.

WHY CHOOSE  
A SENCOR 
AUTOMATIC  
ESPRESSO MACHINE

HAVE YOUR  
ESPRESSO 

ANY TIME

• 19 bar pump pressure for optimal
results

• First coffee in less than a minute

• Practical LED panel with touch
buttons for easy use

• Practical functions for hot water,
descaling and automatic self-
cleaning

• Removable parts dishwasher safe

• Elegant compact design

AUTOMATIC 
ESPRESSO MACHINES
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Fully Automatic Espresso/Cappuccino Machine

SES 9200CH
Treat yourself to a cup of exquisite 
coffee anytime you feel like it. The 
SES 9200CH automatic espresso 
machine features a colour LED panel 
and touch buttons for easy operation, 
delivering delicious lattés and creamy 
cappuccinos with a milk micro-foam 
with only a single touch.

Adjust the size of your cup, the strength of 
your coffee (7 g, 8 g, 10 g) and the grinding 
level to get the perfect cup for you. Although 
slim and compact in size (width just 180 
mm), this automatic espresso machine 
uses a powerful pump pressure of 19 bar, 
with a hopper capacity of 150 g and 1.1 litre 
removable water tank for your perfect coffee.  
The appliance is loaded with advanced 
technologies: a patented steaming unit, 
thermoblock heating system which ensures 
optimal water temperature, and a specialised 
one-touch espresso and lungo programmes.

FEATURES
• Powerful pump pressure of 19 bar
• Colour panel with touch buttons for easy

operation
• Adjustable coffee strength (7 g, 8 g, 10 g)

and 5 grinding levels
• Slim and compact size: width just 180 mm
• Delicious latté and creamy cappuccino

with a milk micro-foam with only a single
touch

• First drop of coffee in 42 seconds
• Coffee hopper capacity 150 g, water tank

volume 1.1-litre
• Thermoblock heating and pre-steaming

systems
• ECO mode

CONTROL PANEL 
WITH DISPLAY

MILK CONTAINER

FIRST DROP

COFFEE BEAN 
HOPPER

AUTOMATIC
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FEATURES
• Slim and compact size: width just 180 mm 
• First drop of coffee in 42 seconds
• Coffee hopper capacity 150 g, water tank volume 1.1 l 
• Thermoblock heating system
• One touch espresso and lungo program
• Hot water function for americano or tea

Automatic Espresso

SES 7015CH
A lovely cup of coffee will give the perfect 
dose of energy to start a great day. 
And with SES 7015CH it takes only 42 
seconds for the first drop of your coffee 
to come! The stainless steel grinder uses 
five different settings to suit your taste and 
the 19 bar pressure pump works hard to 
deliver great coffee experience. 

This automatic espresso machine also features 
an easy to use LED panel and one touch espresso 
and lungo program. The 1.1 litre removable water 
tank ensures fresh water, while the thermoblock 
heating system takes care of its optimal 
temperature.

COFFEE PREPARATION
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Become a real barista in the comfort of your own home. With 
SENCOR pump espresso machines you can prepare your 
coffee exactly the way you like. Not only your skilful hands, 
but also 20 bar pump pressure, extremely fast preheating 
and a boiler with a Thermoblock system join forces to 
conjure it up.

A single touch is enough to run the Espresso, Double Espresso, 
Cappuccino, Latté and Frothed Milk programmes. As a real professional, 
you will appreciate the cup warmer plate or the electronic controller with 
a sensor for a more accurate beverage temperature. One or two cups can 
fit under the stainless steel filter and not necessarily just small cups for 
one sip since there is enough room for even extra-large mugs.

The removable 1.4-litre water tank features a water level indicator 
and its transparent milk container has a detachable frothing device 
for easy cleaning. When it comes to the cleaning, the SENCOR pump 
espresso machine has an automatic self-cleaning function and 
a descaling programme so you don’t have to worry about anything. 
Just comfortably enjoy your favourite coffee.

WHY CHOOSE  
A SENCOR  
PUMP ESPRESSO 
MACHINE
• Powerful appliance with 20 bar

pump pressure

• Innovative Thermoblock system

• High-quality, durable materials
for perfect results

• Very easy and safe to use

• Practical functions and
accessories (pre-heating of even
large cups, descaling, automatic
self-cleaning)

• Elegant stylish design

MAKE
COFFEE JUST 

HOW YOU LIKE IT
PUMP ESPRESSO 
MACHINES
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Pump Espresso Machine

SES 4900SS
Take the preparation of an aromatic cup 
of coffee into your own hands! With pump 
espresso machine SES 4900SS, you get 
the perfect cup of coffee anytime. The 
boiler heating system delivers precise water 
temperature, while the pre-brew function treats 
your ground coffee as it should be. The swivel 
steam wand froths milk for your cappuccino or 
serves hot water for tea or an americano.

Its stainless-steel filter takes enough coffee for 1 or 
2 cups, which can get be preheated on the upper 
cup-warmer plate. This espresso machine will also 
be a hit with people who use large coffee mugs, as it 
accommodates extra-large cups. 

FEATURES
• Powerful pump pressure of 20 bar
• Patented adjustable steam nozzle

(hot milk, milk foam)
• Premium slim body design
• Thermoblock heating system
• Stainless steel filter for 1 or 2 cups
• Metallic cup-warmer plate

MEASURING SCOOP 
FILTER HOLDER 

TWO FILTERS (FOR 1 OR 2 CUPS)

STEAM NOZZLE  
WITH SWIVEL MECHANISM

PUMP
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Pump Espresso Machine

SES 4050SS/SES 4040BK

SES 4050SS

FEATURES
• 20 bar pump for perfect coffee
• Boiler heating system with Thermoblock
• Extremely fast pre-heating
• Pre-brewing System for intensive flavour
• One Touch Espresso, Double Espresso, Cappuccino,

Latté and Frothed Milk programmes

Thanks to the thermoblock-based advanced heating 
system, these pump espresso and cappuccino machines 
pre-heat and are ready for action really fast.

They also include a pre-brewing function, which intensifies 
espresso flavour, and are very easy to operate with one-touch 
selection of your favourite espresso-based coffee with or without 
milk. You only have to choose your preferred style and design.

SES 4040BK

SES 4050SS SES 4040BK

COFFEE PREPARATION
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Pump Espresso Machine

SES 4010SS
Thanks to its advanced boiler heating system, this 
coffee machine pre-heats and also includes a pre-
brewing function which intensifies espresso flavour. 
Its pump is 15 bar and it comes with the following 
accessories: a useful filter holder, measuring scoop 
and 2 filters - for 1 and 2 cups.

Pump Espresso Machine

SES 1710BK
This coffee machine has a pre-brewing function which 
intensifies espresso flavour. Its pump is 15 bar and it 
comes with the following accessories: a useful filter holder, 
measuring scoop and 2 filters - for 1 and 2 cups. 

FEATURES
• Pre-brew function for perfect taste
• Swivel steam wand for milk
• Stainless-steel filter for 1 and 2 cups
• Steam or hot water selection
• Metallic cup-warmer plate
• Removable 1.5 l water tank
• ON/OFF switch with indicator light

and water volume indicator
• Anti-slip feet for good stability

FEATURES
• Pre-brew function for perfect taste
• Swivel steam wand for milk
• Stainless-steel filter for 1 and 2 cups
• Steam or hot water selection
• Metallic cup-warmer plate
• Removable 1.5 l water tank and drip tray
• ON/OFF switch with indicator light and

water volume indicator
• Anti-slip feet for good stability

SES 4050SS
PUMP
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WHY CHOOSE  
A SENCOR FILTER 
COFFEE MAKER
• Appliance makes up to

15 cups of coffee or tea

• Hot plate for temperature
preservation

• Convenient LCD display with
optional features

• High-quality and safe materials

• Easy to use and clean

• Modern stylish design

Brewing up to 15 cups at once is a perfect fit for a 1.8 litre pot. However, 
you do not have to drink it straight away, the non-stick hot-plate keeps 
the coffee at an optimal serving temperature. Naturally, SENCOR coffee 
makers can prepare exactly as many cups as you wish with the help of 
a practical water level indicator. The LCD display assists in operating the 
coffee maker intuitively, while the drip-stop lock valve immediately stops 
coffee from dripping when the pot is removed.

Not really a fan of coffee? No problem, SENCOR machines can also brew 
tea using a removable, washable, permanent filter, or a size 4, paper filter. 
So all you have to do is figure out what to have with your coffee or tea for 
breakfast.

PRACTICAL WITH
NO COMPROMISES
FILTER COFFEE MAKERS
Just imagine a morning this beautiful: you awake to the 
aroma of fresh coffee traveling directly into your bed… Reach 
out and pour yourself a proper cup for breakfast to start 
you up. Only filter or drip coffee can do this and SENCOR 
coffeemakers can handle this perfectly.

COFFEE PREPARATION
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Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 7000BK

FEATURES
• Built-in coffee grinder (200 g)
• LCD display with functions
• Ideal for brewing 12 cups of coffee at once
• Glass kettle (1.5 l) with heat insulated handle
• Permanent washable or disposable filters option
• Non-stick hotplate maintaining optimal temperature
• Drip-stop lock valve

There may be more than a dozen ways to make a coffee, 
Featuring a built-in coffee grinder, this coffee maker always 
has enough freshly prepared coffee for the whole family, or 
colleagues in the office. Its grinder (200 g) and kettle (1.5 l) are 
ideal for brewing 12 cups of coffee at once. 

The elegant design is highlighted by practical features too: the LCD 
display shows the functions, both permanent and paper filters can be 
used, the glass kettle has a closable lid and heat-insulated handle, the 
non-stick hotplate maintains optimal serving temperature, and the drip-
stop lock valve prevents liquid from dripping when the kettle is removed.

Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 5070BK

FEATURES
• 1000 W power input, 1.8 litre / 15 cup water tank and glass pot
• Removable, washable, permanent filter, or use disposable, size 4 filters
• Non-stick hotplate maintains the optimum temperature
• Drip-stop lock valve prevents spills, water level indicator
• Tea brewing option, overheating protection
• LCD with clock, timer and other functions

There may be more than a dozen ways to make coffee, but the 
traditional ground beans and filter approach is still the easiest and 
fastest way to make strong coffee for the entire family or office and 
keep it warm for another hour.

This perfect coffee maker that has an LCD display with functions can brew up to 
15 cups of delicious coffee or tea if you like and is ideal for households.

FILTER COFFEE MAKERS

FILTER
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Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 5000BK
This practical, advanced coffee maker with glass pot has a large 
insulated handle for protection against heat so it’s very safe and easy to 
use. With its 2.1 litre tank, you can make up to 14 cups of drip coffee at 
once. There is also a tea brewing option so even tea lovers can use it.

FEATURES
• Power input 900 W
• Glass pot (2.1 l) with a practical closable lid
• Aroma intensity control
• Option to use disposable paper filters (size 4)
• Non-stick hotplate for maintaining optimal serving temperature
• Water level marks on the tank and pot indicate the number of cups
• Main switch with a power indicator light
• Anti-slip feet and overheating protection

Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 3700BK

FEATURES
• 700 W power input, 0.75 litre / 6 cup water tank and glass pot
• Removable, washable, permanent filter, or use disposable, size 4 filters
• Non-stick hotplate to maintain optimum temperature
• Drip-stop lock valve prevents spills, water level indicator
• Tea brewing option, overheating protection

This nice compact coffee maker has a handy LCD 
display with functions, makes up to 6 cups of coffee 
per pot, and fits perfectly into a family kitchen.

Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 3050SS
This elegant coffee maker comes with glass pot with a practical closable lid and an 
insulated handle. The drip-stop lock valve immediately stops coffee from dripping when the 
pot is removed. The volume of the tank is 1,25 litres which allows you to make 10-12 cups of 
dip coffee at once. There is also a tea-brewing option so even tea lovers can use it.

FEATURES
• Power input 1000 W
• Glass pot (1.25 l) with a practical closable lid
• Removable permanent washable filter
• Non-stick hotplate for maintaining optimal serving temperature
• Water level marks on the tank and pot indicate the number of cups
• Main switch with power indicator light
• Anti-slip feet and overheating protection

COFFEE PREPARATION
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Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 2000BK

Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 2100BK

FEATURES
• Power input 350 W
• It can alternatively be used

as a portable coffee maker for
camping

• Two porcelain cups for free
• 2 nozzles (2 cups can be

brewed at the same time)
• 0.3 litre water tan
• Easy cleaning thanks to

a removable drip tray
• Main switch with a power

indicator light
• Anti-slip feet

SCE 2000BK SCE 2001WH

SCE 2100BK SCE 2200RD

This modern extra compact coffee maker is perfectly suited for small 
spaces. Two porcelain cups are included for free. You can also use the 
tea-brewing option.

FEATURES
• Extra compact dimensions for small spaces
• 2 double wall glass mugs included
• Ideal for brewing 2 cups of coffee at once
• 0.3 litre water tank with level mark
• Easy to clean with removable permanent

washable filter
• Tea brewing option
• Main switch with power indicator light
• Safety features: anti-slip feet and overheating protection
• Power input 500 W

Don’t give up having a coffee maker in a small 
kitchen. The filter coffee makers SCE 2100BK and 
SCE 2101RD have extra compact dimensions to 
fit tight places. Feel free to prepare your favourite 
beverage as soon as you open the box: two double 
wall glass cups are included, providing great heat 
insulation and keeping your coffee or tea at the right 
temperature for a long time.

FILTER
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FRESH TASTE AND
EXPERIENCE

WHY CHOOSE  
A SENCOR COFFEE 
GRINDER
• High-performance and quiet

appliances

• Selection of different size models

• Up to 17 different grinding
fineness settings

• High-quality steel grinding stones

• Ergonomic design with planetary
gearbox drive

• Easy to use and clean

• Practical safety features

COFFEE 
GRINDERS
Coffee aroma is known to quickly vanish once beans have 
been ground so nothing can beat fresh ground. Having a coffee 
grinder is not a luxury, but is essential for all coffee lovers.

The best SENCOR electric coffee grinders feature steel grinding 
stones, providing fast and accurate grinding. Up to 17 different grind 
settings from fine to coarse ensure that coffee is always just right. 
Moreover, you can choose the number of cups for which to have 
coffee ground and it will serve you and then turn itself off.

Thanks to an innovative design with a planetary gearbox drive, 
SENCOR coffee grinders produce low levels of noise when in 
operation. The transparent hopper holds up to 350 g of coffee beans 
and what’s more, some coffee grinders can also handle nuts, herbs 
or poppy seeds. An illuminated pushbutton ensures convenient 
operation and anti-slip feet stability when grinding. 

COFFEE PREPARATION
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Electric Burr Coffee Grinder

SCG 6050SS

FEATURES
• Power input 150 W, 15 grind settings
• Cone-shaped steel burr head for fast and

precise grinding with no overheating
• Selector to automatically grind coffee for 2 to

10 cups
• Hopper for up to 350 g of beans and a container

for up to 150 g of ground coffee

Burr grinders are the only proper way to grind 
coffee – beans are crushed between two abrasive 
elements into a uniform grind that can usually be 
adjusted. 

Another advantage is that beans are not heated as much 
as in blade grinders, thus preserving more aroma and 
protecting valuable oils. This model has a special cone-
shaped steel bur head that ensures fast, precise grinding 
and no overheating of the ground coffee. With 15 grind 
settings you can grind your coffee perfectly for espresso, 
filter or other brewing methods. Even tea lovers can use it.

COFFEE GRINDERS
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Coffee Grinder

SCG 3550SS

There is no fresher coffee aroma than the one delivered by an electric 
coffee grinder. Its hopper has volume for 60 g of coffee beans which is 
enough for 12 cups of coffee to enjoy with your friends and family. Set 
the ground coffee fineness and number of cups to suit your preferences 
and the appliance will give you evenly ground coffee thanks to its 
special titanium blade. The appliance can be also used for grinding 
nuts, herbs, and spices, making it useful in your kitchen too.

FEATURES
• Suitable for coffee, nuts, herbs and spices
• Ground coffee fineness and number of cups settings
• Hopper for up to 60 g of coffee beans (12 cups of coffee)
• Even coffee grinding consistency thanks to a special titanium blade
• Anti-slip feet for easy and stable grinding

FEATURES
• Power input 110 W, 17 grind settings
• Regulator to automatically grind coffee for 2 to 12 cups
• Hopper for up to 180 g of beans and container for up to 100 g of ground coffee
• Flat steel burr head for fast and precise grinding

This stylish black and silver SENCOR model is equipped with 
a flat steel burr head, offers 17 levels of grind settings and can 
hold up to 180 g of coffee beans. There is also a rotating dial for 
automatically setting it to grind coffee for 2 to 12 cups.

Coffee Grinder

SCG 5050BK

SCG 3550BK SCG 3550SS

COFFEE PREPARATION
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Coffee Grinder

SCG 2052WH

Coffee Grinder

SCG 1050WH

FEATURES
• Power input 150 W
• Hopper for up to 60 grams of coffee beans (12 cups)
• Large safety button ensuring easy operation
• Safety mechanism that prevents the coffee grinder from

being started when not closed
• Anti-slip feet for easy and stable grinding
• Power cord storage in the case

FEATURES
• Power input 150 W
• Large safety button ensuring easy operation
• Safety catch that prevents the coffee grinder from being started when not closed
• Anti-slip feet for easy and stable grinding
• Power cord storage in the base

Coffee Grinder

SCG 3050SS
With this coffee grinder equipped with a hopper for up to 50 grams of coffee 
beans, you can prepare 10 cups of coffee at once. It can be used not only for 
coffee beans, but for grinding seeds, spices, walnuts and herbs as well.

FEATURES
• Power input 150 W
• Hopper for up to 50 grams of coffee beans (10 cups)
• Anti-slip feet for easy and stable grinding
• Power cord storage in the base

SCG 2050RD SCG 2051BK SCG 2052WH

This compact coffee grinder is equipped with a hopper for up to 60 grams of coffee 
beans which is enough to make 12 cups of coffee at once. The grinding consistency 
is even thanks to a special stainless-steel chopping blade.  
You can also grind poppy seeds, spices, walnuts or herbs.

This coffee grinder is equipped with a hopper for up to 50 grams of coffee 
beans which is enough for 10 cups of coffee. The fineness of the ground coffee 
can be adjusted based on the grinding time. It can be used not only for coffee 
beans, but for grinding seeds, spices, walnuts and herbs as well.

SCG 1050BK SCG 1050WH

COFFEE GRINDERS
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PERFECTLY VELVETY 
FROTHED MILK

WHY CHOOSE  
A SENCOR MILK 
FROTHER 
• Different levels of automatic

operation

• High-quality construction and
non-stick materials

• Practical attachments with
a modern contactless magnetic
system

• Easy to use with overheating
safety features

• Thermostat for accurate temperature

• Stylish design

Do you like fluffy cappuccino, smooth latte, or do you prefer 
a strong macchiato? Then you cannot do without a SENCOR 
milk frother and warmer. Three levels of automatic operation 
with a combined light indication are able to froth both cold and 
warm milk, or just warm it up without frothing. Two types of easy 
to replace attachments are used to do so, using a contactless 
magnetic attachment system inside the container.

The SENCOR milk frother and milk heater is simply ideal for making 
most Italian-style coffees. Moreover, the built-in thermostat guarantees 
that the resulting temperature will always be an optimal 68° C, just like 
a smooth milk froth should be. It also prevents milk from overheating. 
The non-stick coating also makes cleaning much easier.

MILK 
FROTHERS

COFFEE PREPARATION
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MILK FROTHERS

Milk Frother

SMF 4000 BK
This milk frother is suitable for 
preparing latté, cappuccino, frappé or 
other beverages that include frothed 
or hot milk. 

There are three full automatic operating 
modes so you can choose the exact speed 
that suits your taste. With a thermostat-
controlled final temperature of 68°C it’s an 
easy-to-use and safe appliance.

FEATURES
• Power input 650 W
• Anti-slip handle
• Induction heating with patented technology

for more efficient preparation
• Inside are maximum milk level marks (150/300 ml)
• Heat insulated outer case
• Automatic transition to stand-by mode
• Overheating protection

TRITAN LID DURABLE MATERIAL, 
BPA-FREE, CONVENIENT FUNNEL

PATENTED INDUCTION  
TECHNOLOGY

FROTHING & STIRRING
DISC 

4-IN-1
HOT MILK, COOL, FOAM, BABY
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RECIPE

Milk Frother

SMF 2020WH
If you like to have fun while preparing coffee, this is 
the milk frother for you. With three fully automatic 
operating modes, it’s so easy to find the right 
speed to prepare latte, cappuccino, frappe or other 
beverages that require frothed or hot milk.
And the thermostat-controlled final temperature of 
68°C makes it a safe appliance.

GINGERBREAD COFFEE
Once you try this delicious coffee, it will become a regular pleasure. It’s easy to make, takes 
20 minutes to prepare and 10 to cook, and everybody will love it - SENCOR guarantees it!

FEATURES
• Power input 450 W
• Anti-slip handle
• Heating base with a covered heating spiral
• Inside are maximum milk level marks (100/200 ml).
• Heat insulated outer case
• Automatic transition to stand-by mode
• Overheating protection

Ingredients: 
1/2 cup of molasses, 1/4 teaspoon of baking soda, 1/4 cup of brown 
sugar, 1 teaspoon of ground ginger, 3/4 teaspoon of ground 
cinnamon, 6 cups of hot brewed coffee from a SENCOR espresso 
machine, 1 1/2 cups of sweetened whipped cream

Directions: 
1. In a small bowl, mix together the molasses, brown sugar,
baking soda, ginger and cinnamon until well blended. Cover and
refrigerate for at least 10 minutes.

2. Add about a 1/4 cup of coffee to each
cup, then stir in about a tablespoon of
the spice mixture until dissolved. Fill
cups to within an inch of the top
with coffee. Stir in half and half
to suit your taste, then garnish
with whipped cream and
a light dusting of cloves.

COFFEE PREPARATION
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